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Lake Linlithgow: Saturday 6 July  
Participants: Rob, Coralie, Diane, Dina and Marg 

We “rediscovered” Lake Linlithgow in a Friends of the Great South West 
Walk newsletter. Hearty thanks to them for unknowingly prompting this 
glorious walk, an even more pleasant Wednesday bike ride ten days 
earlier, and a rain-squall enhanced feasibility drive before that (right).  

The lake is reasonably full, though possibly not as full as when a teenage 
Dina went water skiing there. The two boat launch ramps don’t make it 
to the water! The crater rim towers about 5 metres above the “high 
tide” mark which is where we walked for about half the time on 
generally firm and sufficiently vegetated soil. Occasionally, as whim 
would have it, we followed “roads” beside the boundary fences or 
kangaroo tracks through the short grass or just went fancy free.  

We started walking anticlockwise at 10:30 into a slight north wind with 
good views of Mounts Sturgeon and Abrupt. The one creek that needs 
to be crossed presented no problems: by the time we reached where it 
had spread out over the (firm) lake floor, our sand shoes were already 
wet. Coralie was to meet us around noon by coming clockwise after 
parking at the northern end of the lake. We did indeed meet—as the 
picture shows—and on time. Soon after, we lunched on a promontory 
with expansive views over Mounts Napier and Rouse. An easy ninety 
more minutes saw us complete the western half of the walk.  

Animal-wise, the highlight was an aerobatic display by two ravens attacking 
two possibly nest-robbing wedge tailed eagles. We scared a huge rabbit 
and glimpsed a wallaby. Lots of swans, a cluster of gulls, ditto spoonbills, 
and large flocks of small water birds all kept their distance.  

It was, as I’ve said, a glorious day’s walking. Worth repeating every now 
and again, and definitely not too arduous: total altitude gain of 33 
metres in 13 km of walking over four hours. Rob 
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Signal Peak: Sunday 21 July 
Camperdown: Bob, Fiona, Jenny, Kerry;  
Warrnambool interlopers: Rob, Diane, Rosalie, Coralie, Kate, Janice 

Work on the Grampians Peak Trail near Signal Peak has started and 
this walk in the Camperdown Bushwalking Club’s program provided 
an opportunity to “summit” it before all the challenge has been 
removed. Accordingly we invited ourselves mentioning an added 
benefit of providing cars to facilitate the car shuffle. 

A 7:20 start meant we could have a stop in Dunkeld for the usual 
necessities and still arrive at the anointed meeting place, the 
Abrupt car park, at 8:59. Two cars were left at Cassidys Gap soon 
after. We set off along the Mt Abrupt track, moving a couple of the 
trees that had blown over since June. At the last sharp bend before 
reaching the ridge we branched off to the north along the standard 
route to Signal Peak. Quite soon we came to a newly cut track. ”We 
want our money back” cried out the disgruntledly bush-bashers. 
Fortunately the track only lasted a few hundred metres and the 
rebellion subsided as we continued our climb along a rough foot 
pad through mild scrub. 

It was a fine day, but the wind was cold. Hence (as you can see) we 
opted for an early sheltered lunch with individual rocks to sit on in 
the final saddle before the summit. There were no problems for the afternoon’s walking either: up a rough route to the summit and 
down the other side until, suddenly, it was Bunnings revisited. Avid readers of this newsletter may recall a trip over the Major Mitchell 
a few years ago in which the amount of track-building equipment we came across was staggering. Nothing like as much this time but it 
did herald a long stretch of new track. There was one more section of bush as we lost our final height before reaching another stretch 
of new track which contoured around to the Gap and the cars. Refreshments in Dunkeld soon followed.  

It was a very pleasant day, weather-wise, scrub-wise, view-wise, eagle-watching-wise and companion-wise. Even the feared pink tape 
was co-operative. Thanks to Bob and Fiona for having us and for their expert and excellent choice of route through the bushy bits. 

Rob 
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Christmas in July—Tower Hill: Sunday 28 July 
Participants: Chris  , Coralie  , David, Dina, Garry,  Graeme, Jim, 
Liz, Lothar, Marg, Mary, Mike. 

The day was perfect. Almost. No rain, and hardly any wind. Not 
naming any names but before we could start one of us had to drive 
home to get the sausages still sitting in the fridge! By the time they 
were retrieved the party was in full swing. The goods were 
immediately plonked on the BBQ and it wasn't too long before the 
buns with sausages, Sauerkraut and mustard were ready...and 
consumed. Poached pears with yoghurt followed, as did bikkies 
and coffee/teas. We were also treated to some delicious wattle 
seed damper from Jackie from the rotunda. 

Afterwards, most of us went on a wattle walk taking in some 
seldom trodden mountain bike paths. I managed to get a painful 
insect sting on my forehead but fortunately there was no swelling. 
We often stopped to admire the wattles, beehive, lakes, remnant 
ferns, etc … and to take some obligatory group photos. Thanks to 
all for a great day at Tower Hill! 
Lothar 
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Port Fairy Morning Walk: Saturday 10 August 
Walkers: Rob  , Lothar   and Chris, Rosalie (occasionally 
a.k.a.”Coralie” when the brain wasn’t functioning) and Dina 

Despite a rather ominous weather forecast, five walkers set off 
from Toolong Rd to walk along the rail trail towards Port Fairy. 
Much discussion centred on whether we should have reversed the 
walk direction so that the wind was behind us, but then the coffee 
stop afterwards would be problematic!  

Once in PF, Chris pursued her own agenda, namely buying the 
Saturday papers for a read, whilst the rest of the group headed to 
the river, along the wharf, and onto Griffiths Island. The sun 
appeared while we circled the island, but was replaced by showers 
just as we got to the car, so the timing was pretty good. Coffee and 
cake concluded a very pleasant morning’s walk.  

Dina 
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Yarram Gap and Christabel dirt patch: Saturday 17 August  
Walkers: Rob  , Coralie  , Diane, Lothar   and Mabel 

We met at Yarram Gap at 9:10. The first part of the day’s offering was a 5 km 
ridge walk, done before it is gentrified as part of the Grampians Peaks Trail. 
Until then it remains a most enjoyable walk though relatively open forest even 
though more small dead trees had fallen across the route than last time. With 
superb views over the plains to the east and across to the Serra Range to the 
west, and a cloudless day, where else would you want to be? 

On reflection I think I did find the start of the bulldozer route for leaving the 
ridge, but it didn’t look as I remembered. Besides the ridge was enjoyable. We 
might well have reached its end had not somebody muttered about the grassy 
areas to the west. “Huh? West? Surely southwest?” A quick look at the GPS 
showed we were indeed suffering from over-enthusiastic leader syndrome. No 
problems, we sidled west for 600 metres to reach the proposed site of the GPT’s Christabel Camp. 
Indeed, it was thought to be a better way down than the bulldozer track. Such is serendipity. 

The second part of the walk was to look at the Christabel ruin, reduced by May to a pile of bricks. 
Even that has gone—a large patch of dirt marks the site. That just left the third definitely less 
interesting part of the walk: a pleasant, but still a trudge, 7 km along the sandy Lynchs Track. Unlike 
the ridge walk, you wouldn’t do that bit every day. A final 1.5 km up the road to Yarram Gap 
completed the circuit. We set off for home at 4 pm after a “grand day out”. 
Rob 
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Chimney Pots track working bee: Saturday 24 August 
Snippers: Diane D, Dina, Graham (Grampians Walking Tracks Support Group); 
Diggers: Rob, Ken, Chris (Parks Vic) 

A 7:30 start had us at the Chimney Pots carpark by 9:35, even after our stop at 
Dunkeld. After the usual what to do and what not to do talk we started work. Diane 
and Dina were manual snippers of the larger plants by the track while Graham had 
a petrol-powered device for cutting smaller vegetation. For the drains, Chris had a 
new sturdy Rake N Bake fork/hoe (designed for mountain bike trail construction, 
with inbuilt bottle opener) and a chainsaw. Rob had an entrenching tool and Ken a 
mattock. The style of drains had changed this year. While we still dug some 
traditional dirt one, wood ones were certainly flavour of the year. Basically Chris 
would find a nearby fallen tree and cut a suitable length of trunk from it. Ken or Rob 
would dig an appropriately sized trench. Trunk and trench would be united. 

The cloudless sky of dawn had gone by noon when we 
had lunch. Some more snipping and digging after lunch 
finished half an hour earlier than our proposed 3 pm. 
Which was probably just as well since at 3:03 the 
heavens opened as we neared Dunkeld for a coffee stop 
at the end of a very pleasant and rewarding day. 

Rob 

Track drain 

designs: 

The old style 

dirt, the 

opportune 

rock, and the 

new favourite, 

a log.  

https://flowmountainbike.com/tests/fresh-product-rake-n-bake-adelaide-made-trail-tools/
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Rail trail working bee: Sunday 25 August 
Rob: trailer loader, vegetation transport, scribe 
Ross: container access controller, ride-on mower, chain saw 
Ken: hand mower 
Mabel: hand mower, ride-on mower 
Coralie: snipper, hand mower, photographer 

Mary M: snipper, trailer loader 
We had arranged for someone from the Rail Trail group to use 
the big mower the day before to mow a wide swathe on either 
side of the trail leaving us the areas in the trees. Although the grass was reasonably long, it was its 
wetness that made hand mowing hard work and an occasional clogging challenge for even the ride-
on mower. No point in spraying Round Up though Mabel had done some on “her” patch of 
marshmallow weeds on the Friday. Ross’s car and trailer were used as a “wheel barrow” to move 
the windfalls and prunings—mainly from the grove on the south-east side—to what is now a 
considerably larger burn pile. We all had a good time, with a certain reluctance to stop. 
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Budj Bim: Monday 2 September 2019 

Tourists: Rosalie (organiser,  ), Rob, Mary, Ken 

  and Shirley (WBW); Helen, Chris  , Linda, 
Sue, Meredith, Luke, Tiff and Sharon (relatives, 
friends and visitors) 

After coffee at the Heywood Bakery, the tour 
started at the Gunditjmara Orientation Centre in 
Heywood. Our guide, Leigh Boyer, explained 
that before the arrival of white man the 
population of the Gunditjmara nation was about 
10,000 and located between the Glenelg, 
Wannon and Hopkins rivers. The landscape had 
changed periodically over the preceding 
millennia with eruptions of Budj Bim about 
every 5000 years. He showed us some 
traditional Gunditjmara kit, including a beautiful 
possum skin coat, the tanned underside 
decorated with significant designs, a blackwood 
digging stick, a shield, a woomera and a coolamon.   
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After the introduction we followed in five cars 
to Gunditjmara country near Tyrendarra. In 
the wetlands of Darlot Creek we learned how 
the permanent Gunditjmara population used 
engineering nous in developing sustainable 
aquaculture and agriculture—useful lessons 
for our modern rapacious society.  A network 
of channels among the water courses and 
swamps had been created and maintained, in 
spite of intervening lava flows, to provide sites 
for eel traps, fish traps, and ‘fridges’. Planned 
and sporadic burning promoted grazing areas 
for kangaroos and other animals away from 
the (vegetable) gardens which were then free 
from predators. The huts, reconstructed on 
their stone bases, would have housed six to 
eight people. Relic stone circles indicated sites of previous huts since destroyed and 
unrecognised by settlers. We entered the Reflection Circle where mention was made of 
numerous massacres over a period of just 40 years which decimated the aboriginal 
population.  
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After lunch we drove further north 
to the Kurtonitj Indigenous 
Protected Area  where we saw 
more examples of channel 
building and hut bases. As well, 
there was a modern stone 
sculpture by a Gunditjmara artist 
signifying the mixing of fresh and 
salt water, and acknowledging 
shared history of aboriginal and 
European settlement.  

Our final stop was the remains of the Lake Condah mission where the remaining Gunditjmara 
(just 97 people) were herded and impounded and expected to die out. A fascinating, 
informative, sensitive and most worthwhile tour which went an hour over the scheduled four 
due to Leigh’s comprehensive explanations in answering our many questions. Thoroughly 
recommended and more than worth $80! 

Rosalie 

 

Information on the tour: www.budjbimtours.net  

Useless fact learnt: Some lava from Budj Bim flowed south to form Lady Julia Percy Island, 
from which Matthew Flinders became the first European to sight the mountain which Major Mitchell would later name after a fellow 
soldier, William Eeles. Ironically, it would be quite an appropriate name given the activities in the area. It was a draughtsman’s error 
that gave us “Eccles”.  

Of further interest: theconversation.com/amp/the-detective-work-behind-the-budj-bim-eel-traps-world-heritage-bid-71800  

 

https://www.budjbimtours.net/
https://theconversation.com/amp/the-detective-work-behind-the-budj-bim-eel-traps-world-heritage-bid-71800
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Mt Rosea Day Walk: Saturday 8 September 
Despite the weather forecast, the leader was confident that 
an attempt to summit Mt Rosea was a reasonable idea.  

As you can see from the photos, visibility was limited and 
only the foolhardy ventured beyond the early slopes of 
Rosea.  

Waterproofs were needed as we carefully manoeuvred our 
way back down the rocky descent.  

Lunch/afternoon tea was taken in the relatively dry shelter 
of the Bugiga Hiker’s Camp. Firing up the Jetboil, the leader 
was able to provide ‘hot towels’ and tea for the soaked 
participants. This possibly saved her from being lynched.  

Thanks Rosalie, Graeme & Jim for braving the conditions in 
good spirits.  

Coralie  
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Mts Noorat, Leura and Sugarloaf, Saturday 16 September 

On a very pleasant day (usually there are gale force winds when I attempt this 
walk), Kim and I allowed Rosalie to chauffeur us to Mt. Noorat, much to Rosalie’s 
pleasure!  

We all squeezed thru the very skinny stiles to reach, then circled the crater, 
marvelling at its steepness.  

We drove on to Mt. Leura, where we met Geanelle, completing the Panorama 
Circuit and climbing Sugarloaf, stopping frequently to admire the views, despite 
the haziness. Rosalie eventually cottoned onto the fact that the Sugarloaf track 
spirals upwards, when she saw the same shelter down below three times.  

Coffee as usual afterwards in Camperdown. A very enjoyable morning, with much 
cheerful chitchat, thanks to Rosalie, Kim and Geanelle.  

Dina   
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Wyperfeld: 26–29 September August 
Participants: Coralie, Mike, Liz, Lothar, Luci, Peter, Ken, Shirley 

While you had rain and cold weather down south we had warm 
sunny days and mostly starry nights. 

We all arrived at the Wonga campground on Thursday afternoon 
and set up camp amongst the trees. Luci's twin cab with a tray was 
ideal for collecting firewood and it wasn't long before wood had 
been collected and a fire lit. Then we had drinks and nibbles 
followed by a BBQ as we all sat around the fire. The stars were 
magical. Peter made us all envious. He had an Optus phone...and he 
had good reception. Telstra users had zilch. 

Friday morning’s walk, after egg/bacon/cheese muffins, was to a dry Lake Brambruk, 
returning via Mt Mattingley. After lunch, it was the Desert Loop walk. That evening we had 
paella followed by fruit salad.  

For Saturday we had muesli, fruit salad and toast for brekky. The long loop walk (Tyakil nature 
loop through to the Desert walk carpark via the Western lookout dune) was shortened with 
vehicular support at both ends. The portable shower proved to be a hit. Dinner that night was 
roast lamb with many many many vegetables followed again by fruit salad. 

On Sunday we downed pancakes and toast and packed up. We drove straight back without 
the scenic drive option, but six of us met for lunch at Jaz in Horsham on the way home. 

Many thanks to all for your help and 
for making it a very entertaining 
weekend! 
Lothar 
 


